Ecdysteroid receptors in the central nervous system of Manduca sexta: their changes in distribution and quantity during larval-pupal development.
Ecdysteroids act initially by binding to nuclear and possibly also extranuclear receptors. The presence and expression of these receptors in the insect brain was investigated in the present study as a means of defining these neurons involved in ecdysteroid-regulated processes at different developmental stages. Early in the fifth larval stadium of Manduca sexta, when endogenous ecdysteroid levels are low, receptors for ecdysteroids in cerebral neurons are either absent or present at low levels. Receptors can be reliably detected only on day 0 and are not found again until day 3.5, at the beginning of the commitment peak in the ecdysteroid titer, when they occur in a small stage-specific population of cells. At this time, ecdysteroid receptors are found mainly in nuclei but are also observed at low levels in cytoplasm. By day 4.8, ecdysteroid receptors are exclusively nuclear, and the number of target cells has increased dramatically in several brain regions, including those with known neurosecretory cell groups. This population and organization of ecdysteroid target cells is constant up to day 6, after which time the number of target neurons declines. By day 7.8, only 10% of the number of labelled neurons seen on days 4.8-6.8 remain in peripheral areas. In the pupal brains, ecdysteroid receptors reappear in a new population of neurons. The results indicate changes in the genomic regulation of a varying neuron population by ecdysteroids during fifth stadium development.